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PREFACE

The methodology for this work and the analysis of the results have been set out
in c!ose collaboration between the Department of Radiation Physics, Linköping
University and the Department of Medical Physics, The Royal Marsden
Hospital, London. This report includes the main results and conc!usions of the
project. A complete treatment is found in Sandborg et al [l-SJ listed below.

1. SANDBORG M., DANCE D.R, PERSLIDEN J. and ALM CARLSSON G.
A Monte Carlo program for optimising image quality and absorbed dose in
diagnostic radiology. Submitted to Camp. Meth. & Prag. Biomed. (93-01-22)

2. SANDBORG M., DANCE D.R, ALM CARLSSON G. and PERSLIDEN J.
Selection of anti-scatter grids for different imaging tasks: the advantage of
low atomic number cover and interspace materials. Accepted for publication
in Br. J. Radial. (92-11-24)

3. SANDBORG M., DANCE D.R, ALM CARLSSON G. and PERSLIDEN J.
Monte Carlo study of grid performance in diagnostic radiology: factors
which affect the selection of tube potential and grid ratio. Accepted for pub
lication in Br. ]. Radial. (93-01-18)

4. SANDBORG M., DANCE D.R, ALM CARLSSON G. and PERSLIDEN J.
Monte Carlo study of grid performance in diagnostic radiology: task depen
dent optimization for screen-film imaging. Submitted to Br. ]. Radial.

(92-11-16)

5. SANDBORG M., DANCE D.R, ALM CARLSSON G. and PERSLIDEN J.
Monte Carlo study of grid performance in diagnostic radiology: task depen
dent optimization for digital radiology. In preparation. To be submitted to
Med. Phys.
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ABSTRACT

A Monte Carlo model is developed to study and optimise the design of anti
scatter grids in diagnostic radiology. The imaging chain including X-ray energy
spectra, phantom (representing the patient), grid and image receptor is simu
lated. Image qua1ity is quantified in terms of contrast (conventionai screen-film
imaging) and signal-to-noise ratio, SNR (digital imaging) and the radiation de
triment to the patient (risk) by the mean absorbed dose in the phantom. The
advantages of using fibre instead of aluminium for grid interspaces and covers
are quantified. Compared to aluminium grids, the absorbed dose is reduced by
10-50%, contrast is improved by 0-10% and SNR by 10-40% (digital radiography).
The advantages are larger at low tube potentials and for grids with high ratio
and low strip density. Commercial grids, with different interspace materials,
strip density, strip width and grid ratio, are compared in paediatric, lumbar
spine and chest examinations. The differences in dose increase and contrast im
provement factors obtained with these grids are mainly due to the use of differ
ent materials in the grid interspaces, but the strip design is also important. In a
global optimisation of grid design and tube potential at fixed contrast, it is found
that grids of different strip density and ratio all can have good performances
provided that they are used with appropriate strip width and tube potential. In
the paediatric examination, low ratio grids need thinner strips than used today
to be optimal. A small air gap could a1ternatively be used. In examinations with
more scatter (adult AP), present commercial grids are optimal (r=12-16, d=30
SOllm). In the lateral view (even more scatter), grids with ratios larger than 16
are optimal provided the grid can be accurately a1igned in the beam. The opti
mization is performed with grids with fibre interspaces and covers since low
atomic number materials should preferably be used for materials between the
patient and the receptor. Optimal grids with aluminium for these components
have lower grid ratio and higher strip densities than optimal fibre grids.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In X-ray projection radiography, large volumes of the human body are com
monly irradiated and considerable amounts of scattered photons are generated.
The scattered radiation degrades the image contrast in screen-film imaging sys
tems and the signal-to-noise ratio, SNR, in digital imaging systems to an extent
which depends on the ratio between the energies imparted to the image recep
tor by scattered and primary photons (scatter-to-primary ratio). The scatter-to
primary ratio itse1f depends upon the examination conditions (body size and
composition, field size, radiographic projection), the operating parameters (tube
potential, anti-scatter grid design, atomic composition and thickness of the im
age receptor), and the position in the image plane. To achieve sufficient image
quality and enable accurate diagnosis at a low dose or manageable exposure
time, effi~ient scatter-rejection techniques are usually needed. The use of grids
is today the most common such technique.

In the literature, the performance of grids is usually studied and evaluated in
terms of the contrast improvement factor, CIF, and the dose increase factor, DIF
(Bucky factor) which describes the increase in patient dose that is necessary to
maintain film optical density. The quantities CIF and DIF are usually derived in
terms of the fractions of primary and secondary photons transmitted through
the grid (Bonenkamp and Hondius Boldingh 1959, Hondius Boldingh 1961,
Strid 1976, Kalender 1979 and 1982, Nielsen 1980 and 1985, Chan and Doi 1982,
Doi et al 1983, Chan et al 1985, Sandborg et al 1992b) and are determined at fixed
tube potential. In some of these works, a large variety of grid designs were eval
uated but for a lirnited range of irradiation conditions usually set by the interna
tional recommendations for testing and comparing grid performance (IEC 1978).
It is not evident that a grid which works satisfactory in one irradiation condi
tion will perform wel1 under other conditions. It is thus of interest to study grid
performance under various irradiation conditions resulting in varying levels of
scatter-to-primary ratios and angular- and energy distributions of the scattered
photons.

To reduce patient irradiation, the International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP 1985) has put particular emphasis on the use of 'materials with
very low attenuation (such as those made of carbon fibre) for cassette fronts,
table tops and the non-opaque parts of grids'. The effect on patient dose of re
placing conventionaI materials, such as aluminium, in this equipment with
carbon fibre or other fibre materials has been experimentally investigated by
several authors (Hufton and Russell1986, Hufton et al 1987, Avison 1989).
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The conventional approach of evaluating grids in terms of CIF, DIF and SIF
(SNR improvement factor) at constant tube potential, does not consider the
possibility of influencing image quality (contrast and signal-to-noise ratio) and
patient dose by, in addition, varying the tube potential. For instance contrast in
screen-film imaging can be increased both by the selection of a lower tube po
tential (increasing the primary contrast) or by the use of a grid which more effi
ciently absorbs secondary photons (reduction of the contrast degradation). In
digital imaging, the signal-to-noise ratio, SNR, depends strongly on the choice
of tube potential and a minimum in patient mean absorbed dose for a threshold
SNR is generally found at a certain tube potential, depending on the patient

thickness and thickness and atomic composition of the contrasting detail. The
aim of this work is to consider the choice of anti-scatter grids from a novel ap
proach of optimization in which image quality is fixed and the construction of
grid and the tube potential to achieve this image quality at the lowest mean ab
sorbed dose in the patient is sought.

The first step in this optimization is to investigate the effect on grid perfor
mance of substituting fibre materials for aluminium in grid covers and inter
spaces and to compare the performances of commercially available grids. This
should be done for different imaging situations at different tube potentials in
cluding the effect of different image receptors and imaging modes (screen-film
and digital radiography). From such results superior and inferior grid designs
were identified. A superior design is characterised by low values of the DIF for a
fixed CIF and by a high value of the SIF at a given tube potential.

The optimization was performed in two approaches. In the first approach, a
weIl designed type of grid (defined by its strip density and strip width) was se
lected and the optimal combinations of grid ratio and tube potential determined
for a wide range of examination conditions. The optimization was performed
with grids made of fibre materials for interspaces and covers. In the second ap
proach, a global optimization of the grid design parameters in screen-film imag
ing was p'erformed at three different examinations. The design parameters were
then aIlowed to vary beyond the values used today. Thus grids with thicker and
thinner lead strips, lower and higher grid ratios and strip densities were evalu
ated and compared to grids in present practice. Interest was focused on grids
with fibre material in interspaces and covers.

A Monte Carlo computational model was used since this makes it feasible to
study the large number of situations needed for an optimization. The method is
flexible and facilitates a systematic variation of operating parameters.
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2. METHOD
2.1. Monte Carlo computational model
Monte Carlo methods are used to model the imaging chain, including the
emission of energy distributed X-rays and their transport through phantom,
anti-scatter grid and image receptor. The computer program is based on pro
grams developed by Dance 1980, Persliden 1983, Day and Dance 1983, Dance and
Day 1984, Persliden and Alm Carlsson 1986, Dance et al 1992 and Sandborg and
Alm Carlsson 1992. The special feature of the code is the use of a collision den
sitY estimator (Persliden and Alm Carlsson 1986) to compute physical quanti
ties, such as the image quality parameters contrast and signal-to-noise ratio,
SNR, at points in the image plane with high precision. Analytical and Monte
Carlo methods are combined and the generation of secondary photons in both
phantom and grid is considered. The mean absorbed dose in the phantom is
used as a measure of radiation detriment to the patient. The code allows easy
variation of input parameters, such as X-ray spectrum, composition and size of
the phantom and contrasting detail, size of the entrance field, anti-scatter grid,
air gap and image receptor. The program can thus be used to investigate a wide
range of imaging configurations for screen-film and digital imaging. A detailed
description of the methods, with a validation of the code is given in Sandborg
et al 1992a [1].

2.2. Grid design parameters
Grids can be specified in terms of the number of lead strips per centimetre (strip

density, N), the width, d, and height of the lead strips, h, and the width of the
interspace material, D. It is common to quote the ratio of the height of the lead
strips and the width of the interspace material as the grid ratio, r=h/D. It is also
necessary to specify the composition of the interspace material, and the thick
ness and composition of the top and bottom grid covers, t. A cross-section view
of the central part of a focused grid is shown in figure 1. All results are for a fo
cused grid. The unit cell in the figure is used to characterise the grid in the
Monte Carlo simulation of the generation of secondary photons in the grid it
self, due to interactions of primary and scattered photons incident on it. Data on
grid cons~ruction for commercial grids were gathered from three manufacturers
(MITAYA, Japan, SMIT Röntgen, The Netherlands and LYSHOLM, Sweden).
The composition of cover and interspace materials are either aluminium or
cotton fibre (cellulose) for grid interspaces and carbon fibre for grid covers.
Complete details on grid construction and composition of the commercial grids
investigated is found in Sandborg et al 1992b [2].
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II Covers
Iii Interspaces
• Lead strips

Unit cell

Pigure 1. Cross-section view of the central part of a focused grid. The shaded ar
eas show the components of the grid: lead strip width, di interspace width Di in
terspace height, hi and cover thickness, t. The components of the unit cell are
identified by the dashed rectangle to the left. Two incident (in-phantom) scat

tered photons are indicated by the long arrOWSi one passes through an inter
space and the other is absorbed in a lead strip.

2.3. Grid performance parameters
2.3.1. Screen-film imaging
Contrast is the image quality parameter considered. In the presence of scattered
radiation it is given by (see for example Dance et al 1992),

where et, E2 and Es are energies imparted to the receptor per unit areai El corre

sponds to primary photons which pass elose to, but beside the test (contrasting)
detail contained in the phantom, E2 to primary photons which traverse this de
tail, and Es to scattered photons being the same at both positions (beside and be
hind the detail). The primary contrast, Cp, is the contrast achieved when only

primary photons impart energy to the receptori Es/E1 is the scatter-to-primary ra
tio and (l+Es/E1t1 is called the contrast degradation factor, CDP. The effect of the
transfer of information (emission of light photons in the screen) to the film is
not considered. The contrast, C, is the large area contrast which is not influ
enced by the limited spatial resolution of the receptor.

When a grid is used, the scatter-to-primary ratio, Es/E1, is reduced. The primary
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contrast is also diminished due to increased filtration of the primary beam by
the grid interspaces and covers. The overall effect is expressed in terms of the
contrast improvement factor, CIF, which is given by (Alm Carlsson et al 1986):

CIF =
l+(es/ei )

=l+(es/ei)g

CDFg

CDF

where the index g denotes the quantity when the grid is used.
When a grid is used, it is necessary to increase patient irradiation to maintain

constant film density (film blackening). The increase in dose is quantified by the
dose increase factor, DIF, which is defined as the quotient between the mean ab
sorbed dose in the patient with and without the grid.

2.3.2. Digital imaging
In digital radiology the image contrast can be altered by digital manipulation.
The relevant image quality parameter is then the signal-to-noise ratio, SNR.
This is the quotient between the expectation value of the signal and the square
root of the variance in the signal. The signal is the difference in the energy im

parted to the image receptor in two neighbouring image elements behind and
beside the test detail. The quantum noise appears as a combined f1uctuation in
both the number and size of single energy impartation events (Sandborg and
Alm Carlsson 1992). Scattered photons contribute to the noise but not to the sig
nal and thus reduce the SNR, which is given by,

SNR = INpi e' pi - Np2 e' p2 I

[2N ~,2+2N ~,2]1/2
p p s s

(3)

- -
Here Npl and Np2 are the expectation values of the number of primary photons

incident on an image element of the receptor beside and behind the the test de-

tail. The quantities e'p and e'/ are the first and second moments of the energy

imparted to the image receptor by an incident primary photon (an energy im-

partation event) ; Ns and e's2 are the equivalent quantities for scattered pho

tons. It is assumed that the test detail is so thin that the modulation of the
number and of the size of energy impartation events by the contrasting detail
does not effect the noise in the denominator of eq. (3), Le.,
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Npl"'Np2=Np and e'p12",e'p22=e'p2.

The ratio between the signal-to-noise ratio with and without the grid is called
the signal-to-noise ratio improvement factor, SIF. The SIF is derived for con

stant mean absorbed dose in the patient.

2.4. Grid comparison and optimization strategies
2.4.1. Influence of cover and interspace material.
The performance of anti-scatter grids is usually assessed by comparing, at a
given tube potential, the contrast improvement factors (CIF), SNR improve
ment factors (SIF) and dose increase factors (DIF) associated with their use. We
have followed this approach for the first stage of our work (Sandborg et al 1992b
[2]), which was concerned with the choice of materials used for the grid inter
spaces and covers. The comparison was made in two ways. Firstly, grids of fixed
geometry (fixed strip width and strip density) but constructed with low atomic
number interspaces (cotton fibre) and covers (carbon fibre) were compared with
grids with aluminium at five grid ratios (grid heights) and four tube potentials
in the range 50-150 kV. Secondly, 44 commercially available grids were com

pared for three different imaging situations representative of small, medium
and large scattering volumes (paediatric pelvis, adult lumbar spine and chest).
These comparisons were made at two values of the tube potential. Full details
are given in Sandborg et al 1992b [2].

2.4.2. Optimisation of grid design parameters and tube potential
Advice as to which grid design to use in aparticular imaging situation has not

been previously addressed. Image quality depends upon both the type of grid
used and the tube potential selected. The possibility of varying both parameters
is usually not addressed. We have here developed an optimization strategy ba
sed on fixing a measure of image quality (contrast or SNR) and finding the
combination of anti-scatter grid and tube potential by means of which this level
can be achieved at the lowest possible dose in the patient (Sandborg et al 1992c-e
[3-5]). In screen-film imaging, the mean absorbed dose in the phantom is esti
mated for fixed energy imparted to the screen per unit area (fixed film blacken

ing). In digital imaging, it is estimated for a threshold signal-to-noise ratio.

In screen-film imaging, the optimization was performed using two courses. In
the first we allow for a wide range of scatter conditions (paediatric pelvis and
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chest, adu1t lumbar spine, small field radiography, fluoroscopy and chest) but
limited the calculations, to one type of a well designed commercially available
grid (SMIT Röntgen 36 strips/cm, 36 /lm lead strip width, fibre covers and inter
spaces) at a range of five grid ratios between 6-14. The optimization was con
fined to finding the most favourable combination of tube potential and grid ra
tio. In some cases, grid performance was compared to that of a 20 cm air gap.
Full details are given in Sandborg et al 1992c [3], which contains recommenda
tions for the various imaging situations, taking due account of the tube charge,
Q (mAs) required to maintain the optical density on the film and the alignment
and focus~grid centring problems associated with the use of higher grid ratios.

In the second course, a global optimization was performed in which all the
grid parameters (strip width, strip density and grid ratio) were allowed to vary
including values outside those presently available. To get a manageable com
puting time, the investigation was limited to three scatter conditions (paediatric
pelvis AP, adult lumbar spine AP and lateral views). A full description of the
results is given in Sandborg et al 1992d [4].

2.4.3. Optimisation of grid ratio and tube potential in digital imaging.
The main objective of the digital studies was to establish the optimal choice of
grid and tube potential based on a range of "well designed" grids. In addition,
the performance of grids with aluminium interspaces and covers was consid
ered, so that the optimal tube potential could also be found for such grids. Three
examinations (scatter conditions) were considered (paediatric pelvis, adult chest
and an adult fluoroscopy) at a wide range of tube potentials, but for a limited
range of grids. Grids with fibre interspaces and covers from SMIT Röntgen with
strip density 36 strips/cm, strip width 36 /lm and grid ratios 6, 10 and 14 were
used as well as grids with aluminium interspaces and covers from Mitaya with
strip density 34 strips/cm, strip width 50 /lm and grid ratio 10. An air gap of 20
cm was also studied. A threshold signal-to-noise ratio was chosen as, SNRth=S
and the mean absorbed dose in the phantom was calculated at this threshold of
detection. Full details are given in Sandborg et al 1992e [5].

2.5. Examination parameters
Homogeneous blocks of soft tissue were used to represent the patient. A block~

shaped phantom with the same thickness as the maximal thickness of a cylin
der-shaped phantom yields only 2 % larger value for the imparted fradion
(Persliden and Sandborg 1993). Shrimpton at al (1984) have also confirmed the
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validity of using simple homogeneous phantoms for the adult trunk since
phantoms containing bone- and lung-tissue did not yield significantly different
imparted fractions. This means that the approximation of using block-shaped
phantom's is good, with regard to the energy imparted to the patient. Thin de
tails of bone, iodine and soft tissue were used as contrasting details. Fluorescent
screens of CaW04, BaFCI, Gd20 2S and CsI, with thicknesses corresponding to

those found in present practice, have been used as image receptors. The focus
film distance, field size and the block dimensions were seleeted to represent dif
ferent radiological examinations of adults and children (details in table 1). A
small air gap (4 cm) is retained between the phantom and the grid to al10w for
the grid and its movement mechanism. Aschematic description of the irradia
tion geometry used is shown in figure 2.

AG

FFD

Figure 2. The figure shows the irradiation geometry including phantom dimen
sions (length, Lj width, Wj and thickness, T), the entrance radiation field area
(upper shaded area), air gap length, AG, and focus-film distance, FFD. The stri
ped area shows the location of the grid, just above the image receptor (lower
shaded area).
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Table l. Irradiation geometries for the various examinations. The field width
and length are specified at the image receptor; the field is positioned at the cen
tre of the phantom.

Examination

and view

Phantom Field

(TxWxL)t area

(cm3) (cm2)

FFD

(cm)

Tube

Potent.

(kV)

Image Test

receptor detail

compos. (mm)

Adult

Chest PA 20x35x100 34.6x43.2 184 90-150 Gd202S 3.0 tissue

Radiography AP 20x35x100 15.0x15.0 104 60-150 Gd202S 1.0bone

Lumbar Spine AP 20x35x100 28.9x41.6 104 60-150 Gd202S 1.0bone

Lumbar Spine Lat. 35x20X100 15.5x42.9 104 70-150 Gd202S 1.0bone

Paediatric

Pelvis AP 13x22x70 21.6x26.6 104 50-120 Gd202S O.65bone

Pelvis Lat. 22x13x70 13.5x26.6 104 50-120 Gd202S O.65bone

------------------------------------------------------------------------

t: see fig. 2.
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Table 2. Parameters of commerciaIly available grids. The grids are specified by

their strip density, N, strip width, d, interspace width, D, grid ratio, r, and cover
thickness, t. P denotes cotton fibre interspaces, CP carbon fibre covers and Al

aluminium interspaces and covers. The grid ratios is the ratio between the in

terspace height, h, and width, D. The grid ratios listed beloware rounded val

ues.

---------T--------------------------------------------------------------

Grid Strip Strip Interspace Grid Cover thickness

Manufacturer density, width, width, ratios, (top + bottom),

N d D r 2t

(cm-l) (J.un) (!lm) (mm)

------------------------------------------------------------------------

SMIT 24 50 370 P 4,8,10,12 1.0 CP

Röntgen 28 50 300 P 5,8,10,15 "
36 36 250 P 6,10,12,14 "

40 69 200 P 8,11,15 "
44 36 200 P 8,11,13,15 "
60 36 120P 8,10,13 "

LYSHOLM 30 50 280 Al 5,8,10 0.5 CP

40 40 210 Al 8,10,12 "
70 36 100 Al 6,11,13,16 "

MITAYA 34 50 250 Al 6,8,12,14 0.3 Al

40 50 200 Al 6, 8, 11, 13, 16 "
60 46 120 Al 8,12,16 0.1 cpt

t: Approximates 0.1 mm polyester. Rigidity is ensured by a U-shaped stainless steel frame at

tached to the four sides of the grid.
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2.6. Photon interaction cross-section and X-ray energy spectra
Following the advice of Hubbell (1990), photo-electric cross-sections were taken
from Berger and Hubbell 1987, total and differential scattering cross-sections
from Hubbell et al 1975 (coherent) and Hubbell and 0verb0 1979 (incoherent).
The effect of inter-atomic binding on the scattering cross-section (Morin 1982)
was neglected due to lack of data for the medium used (soft tissue). The energies
of the K-absorption edges in the image receptor were taken from Lederer and
Shirley 1978 as were fluorescent yields and intensities of Ka and K~ characteris
tic X-rays. The energies of the Ka and K~ photons and the relative probability of
a photoelectric absorption taking place with the K-shell electrons were taken
from Storm and Israel 1970.

Primary X-ray spectra were derived using a computer program developed by
Birch et al 1979 and 1988. The energy spectra correspond to constant tube poten
tials between 40 and 150 kV with 3.0 mm aluminium total filtration.

3. RESULTS AND DICSUSSION

3.1. Validation of computer code
The computer code has been extensively tested and validated against both mea
surements (meas.) and other Monte Carlo calculations (MC). Detailed compar
isons have been made with Kalender 1981 (MC) with respect to scatter fractions
behind water slabs in different irradiation geometries, with Nielsen 1985
(meas.) with respect to scatter-to-primary ratios with air gap, with Alm Carlsson
et al 1984 (MC) with respect to imparted fraction of incident energy to the phan
tom, with Chan et al 1985 (meas., MC) with respect to Monte Carlo derived frac
tions of transmitted primary and secondary photons through grids, and with
Walraven 1991 (meas.) with respect to dose increase and contrast improvement
factors. Full details are given in Sandborg et al 1992a [1].

In table 3 calculations of the primary and total grid transmissions, Tp and Tt. are

compared with measurements by Chan et al 1985 in six situations with different
tube potentials, water slab thicknesses and image receptors.
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Table 3. Ca1culated (this work) and measured (Chan et al 1985) primary and total
grid transmissions, Tp and Tt. The notation N/r/d means N strips/cm, grid ra

tio r and strip width d. The error ranges given correspond to two standard devi
ations (95% confidence interval). The abbreviations LR and PS denote the
screen-film systems Kodak Lanex Regu!ar and DuPont Cronex Par Speed, re

spective!y. T= thickness of water stab, U=tube potential. Fie!d width is 30x30 cm2

at the top of the phantom.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
T U Rec. Grid Primary grid transmission, Tp Total grid transmission, Tt

on kV N/r/d This work Chan et al This work Chan et al

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
25 70 LR 40/10/50 0.607±0.004 0.621±0.019 0.135±0.008 0.127±0.007
20 80 LR 40/8/50 0.645±0.004 0.632±0.019 0.203±0.008 0.213±0.012
20 80 PS 40/8/50 0.625±0.003 0.633±0.019 0.147±0.008 0.151±0.009
15 120 LR 40/10/50 0.649±0.005 0.682±0.020 0.241±0.009 0.264±0.015
20 80 LR 33/6/50 0.678±0.006 0.682±0.020 0.231±0.009 0.257±0.015
20 80 PS 40/15/50 0.543±0.003 0.527±0.016 0.094±0.003 0.092±0.005

Our ca1culations and the resu!ts of Chan et a! agree, in 8 out of 12 tested cases,
within two standard deviations (95% confidence interva1) of the measure

ments. Differences between ca1cu!ated and the measured va!ues may be due to
that the ca1cu!ations are performed on 'perfectly manufactured' grids whereas
the measurements are made with 'rea!' grids. Chan et a! used a Lucite tank with
1 cm thick walls filled with water. Lucite is known to generate different
amounts of seattered photons compared to water (Nie!sen 1985, Sandborg 1990).
The simulations were made with water on!y. Chan et al 1985 used covers of
aluminium without mentioning their thickness, which is an additiona! source
of systematic uncertainty.

3.2. Selection of cover and interspace material
3.2.1. Quantification in terms of the CIF, DIF and SIF
The advantage of using low atomic number materials instead of aluminium for
the construction of the grid interspaces and covers, to achieve dose reduction, is
well known. However, little data is availab!e to quantify the changes in terms of
image qua1ity (contrast and SNR) and dose reduction for different radiographic
projections, tube potentials and grid designs. Such data are essentia! to provide
proper scientific justification for the introduction of dose-saving (low atomic
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number) grids.

Figure 3 shows the contrast improvement factor, CIF, as function of the dose in
crease factor, DIF, for a grid with 36 strips/cm and 361lm lead strips at different
grid ratios at 70 and 100 kV. The effect of successively replacing aluminium co
ver and interspaces with fibre materials is shown by the three curves in each fi
gure. It can be seen from figure 3 that replacing the aluminium covers with car
bon fibre results in lower values of the dose increase factors, DIF, for the same
improvement in contrast, CIF. The main reason for the reduced DIF-values
with the covers of low atomic number is the higher transmission of primary
photons through carbon fibre compared to aluminium. Contrast is improved by
up to 5%. The improvement is due to reduced filtering of the primary beam by
the carbon fibre covers which results in a smaller reduction in primary contrast,
Cpg , than with aluminium covers.

When the aluminium in both the covers and interspaces is replaced with fi
bre materials, the reduction in mean absorbed dose is 10-20% at high tube po
tentials (100-150 kV). For lower tube potentials (50-70 kV) it is larger, being up to
50% at 50 kV. The dose reduction is larger at higher grid ratios, since the height
of the interspace material is proportional to the grid ratio.

Figure 4 shows the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio, SIF, as a function of
grid ratio at tube potentials of 70 and 100 kV. All grids improve the signal-to
noise ratio (SIF>l), even those with aluminium covers and interspaces. Using
carbon fibre instead of aluminium covers, increases the SIF by up to 10%. An
improvement of 10-40% is found in SIF when the interspace material is also
changed from aluminium to fibre material, the higher values occurring at the
lower tube potentials and higher grid ratios. In most cases in figure 4, SIF incre
ases with increasing grid ratio, regardless of the material in the covers and in

terspaces. This is because the reduction of the noise by the grid is larger than the
reduction in the signal. With aluminium interspaced grids at 70 kV, however,
SIF reaches a maximum at grid ratios around 10-12. With increasing thickness
of the aluminium interspaces, the grid reduces the signal more than it reduces
the noise. At higher tube potentials and with cotton fibre interspace material,
the attenuation of the primary photons by the grid is not as extensive and it is
favourable to use as high a grid ratio as possible.
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Figure 3. Contrast improvement factor CIF as function of the dose increase fac
tor DIF in a lumbar spine examination using grids with 36 strips/cm, 36 /lm
strip width and grid ratios 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 (see table 2). Tube potential is 70 kV
(a) and 100 kV (b). The grid ratio increases in going from left to right along the
curves. Legends o-o: aluminium cover (1 mm) and interspaces, +--+: car
bon fibre covers (1 mm) and aluminium interspaces and x-x: carbon fibre co
ver (l mm) and cotton fibre interspaces. The dotted line shows the performance
with ideal scatter rejection. The statistical error in the CIF and DIF is 2% (2 S.D.),
which corresponds to the size of the plotting symbol.
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Figure 4. Signal-to-noise ratio improvement factor, SIF, as a function of grid ra
tio (ratios 6,8,10,12 and 14) for grids with 36 strips/cm and 36 /lm strip width.
Tube potential is 70 kV (a) and 100 kV (b). Legends; o-o: aluminium covers (l

mm) and interspaces, +-+: carbon fibre covers (l mm) and aluminium inter
spaces and x-x: carbon fibre cover (l mm) and cotton fibre interspaces. The
statistical error in the SIF is 2.0% (2 S.D.), and is indicated by error-bars in the
curves in the middle.
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3.2.2. Survey of commercial grids in different examinations
The results from the survey of commercially available grids are shown in figure
5 in three examinations in frontal view; paediatrie pelvis 70 kV, adult lumbar
spine 100 kV, and adult chest 150 kV. Grids with the same strip thickness and
strip density but with different grid ratios are plotted on the same curve. In the
three irradiation geometries shown in figure 5, a large variation in the relation
between the contrast improvement and dose increase fadors is found among
the grids from different manufacturers. The main reason for the differences is
the use of different materials for covers and interspaces but variations in grid
construction such as strip thiekness and strip density are also important. All
grids having carbon fibre covers and cotton fibre interspaces are located to the
left in the figure, Le., have lower DIF for a given CIF than grids with alu
minium for these components. Grids of different construdion can give similar

. and good performance as indieated by the overlap of the leftmost curves (SMIT
Röntgen grids). The grids with aluminium interspace and with either carbon fi
bre or aluminium covers (Lysholm and Mitaya grids) perform similarly to each
other, but less wel1 compared to the grids with fibre covers and interspaces. This
is consistent with the results noted in the previous section.

In the paediatrie examination at 70 kV (figure 5a) with a small scattering vol
ume, it is important to use a grid with high primary transmission, Le., thin lead
strips, low grid height, and low atomic number materials in covers and inter
spaces. There is alarger spread in the performance of the grids from different
manufacturers due to the lower tube potential used in this examination com
pared to those in figures 5b-c. The aluminium interspaced grids with high strip

density compare favourably with other aluminium interspaced grids, partieu
larly at high grid ratios.

In the lumbar spine examination at 100 kV (figure 5b), the Lysholm grids
with 30 and 40 strips/cm are the best aluminium interspaced grids particularly
when high grid ratios are used. The grids with 60-70 strips/cm compare rela
tively less favourably at high tube potentials compared to grids with lower strip
density. At lower tube potentials and at high grid ratios, however, these grids
compare weIl with other aluminium interspaced grids. Grids with high strip
densities do not benefit as much, with respect to dose reduction from being
made with fibre interspaces as grids with lower strip densities.

In the chest examination at 150kV (figure 5c), the same overlap of the left
most curves for the fibre made SMIT grids occurs as in figures 5a-b. Grids with
high strip density compare less favourably with grids with the identieal inter
space material and lower strip density.
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Figure 5. Contrast improvement factor CIF as function of dose increase factor
DIF for three examinations in frontal-viewj (a) paediatric pelvis examination at
70 kV, (b) adult lumbar spine at 100 kV, and (c) adult chest at 150 kV. The grid
ratio increases in going from the left to the right along the curves. Legends:
SMIT Röntgen gridsj *---*: 24 strips/cm, +---+: 28 strips/cm, +-' - +: 36
strips/cm, +- -+: 40 strips/cm, *- -*: 44 strips/cm and +...+: 60 strips/cm.

LYSHOLM gridsj o-o: 30 strips/cm, 0- -o: 40 strips/cm and 0·····0: 70 strips/cm.
MITAYA,gridsj x-x: 34 strips/cm, x- -x: 40 strips/cm and x··..·x: 60 strips/cm.
The statistical error in the CIF and DIF is 2% (two S.D.).

3.3. Optimisation of tube potential and grid ratio in screen-film imaging
Figure 6 shows the variation of contrast and mean absorbed dose in the phan
tom, (adult lumbar spine, frontal view examination), as functions of the tube
potential for grids with ratios 8 and 12 as weil as for an air gap and the no-grid

case. A cubic spline fit to the contrast data is used to interpolate the tube poten
tial which would result in the desired contrast level (figure 6a). This value is
called the, contrast equivalent tube potential, Ueq. The mean absorbed dose at
Ueq is obtained from the cubic spline fits of the mean absorbed dose data (figure

6b). This procedure is repeated for each seatter rejection technique (grid ratio).
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The mean absorbed dose required to achieve the desired contrast level is finally
plotted as a function of the grid ratio. From these plots, the combination of grid
ratio and tube potential yielding the lowest mean absorbed dose in the phantom
can be found. The procedure is repeated for different contrast levels from 1.1 to
3.9% in order to investigate jf there is a dependence in the choice of optimal pa
rameters (grid ratio) on the contrast leve!.
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Figure 6. Contrast (a) and mean absorbed dose in the phantom (b) as function of
tube potential for grids with ratios of 8 and 12. Data without grid and for a 20 cm
air gap are also given. At 3% contrast level and grid ratio 12, the contrast equiv
alent tube potential, Ueq, is 85 kV. The corresponding mean absorbed dose in

the phantom is 0.071 mGy. The irradiation geometry represents an adu1t lum
bar spine examination in AP view (table 1) with a bone contrasting detai!.

Figure 7 gives the mean absorbed dose in the phantom at fixed levels of contrast
as a function of grid ratio in three different situations (paediatric pelvis AP,
adult small field radiography AP and adu1t lumbar spine lateral view) using a
SMIT Röntgen grid with 36 strips/cm and 36 strip width. To achieve equal con-
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trast using grids with different ratios, the tube potential has to be varied and the
tube potential required (Ueq) is indicated in the figures for the lowest (6) and

highest (14) grid ratios. Different contrast levels are investigated for each view.
Lower contrast levels are found in the lateral views than in AP views since the
same size of contrasting detail is used in both views. Higher values of contrast
require lower tube potentials and the mean absorbed dose in the phantom in
creases. The corresponding values of the mean absorbed dose and tube potential
for the air gap and no-grid cases are shown to the right in the figures. The statis
tical precision (one standard deviation) in the values of contrast and mean ab
sorbed dose is 3%.

In the paediatric examination (fig 7a), the mean absorbed dose does not vary
with grid ratio and this resu1t is independent of the contrast level chosen. This
particular-projection has a small scatter-to-primary ratio and for small amounts
of scatter, it is as efficient to increase contrast by lowering the tube potential as it
is to use a more efficient scatter-rejection technique (higher grid ratio). In the
AP-view, a 20 cm air gap can also be used to achieve the desired contrast result
ing in a 15% lower mean absorbed dose in the patient compared to using grids.
A 10 kV lower tube potential is, however, needed, compared to using a grid
with ratio 10. In the no-grid case, tube potentials below 50 kV are needed to
achieve the desired contrast and the mean absorbed dose is higher than with ei
ther grids or air gap for contrast levels greater than 2.7 %.

In the small field radiography examination in AP-view (fig 7b) there is a
weak preference towards using grid ratios 10-14. For the lumbar spine lateral
view (figure 7c), there is a strong argument for using high grid ratios. In the lat
ter case, the mean absorbed dose is 35-100% higher using grid ratio 6 compared
to ratio 14. The difference between using grid ratio 6 and 14 increases consider
ably with increasing contrast level. At a high contrast level, or equivalently
when the -examination is performed at low tube potentials, even higher ratios
than are available from this manufacturer will be optimal.
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Figure 7. Mean absorbed dose in the phantom to aehieve the indieated contrast
levels (1.3-2.9%) as a funetion of grid ratio. Paediatrie pelvis examination, AP
(a), small field radiography AP (b), and lumbar spine lateral view (c). For eaeh

contrast level, the tube potentials used at the smallest and highest grid ratios are
indicated. Results for the no-grid ease are indicated by • and for the 20 cm air
gap teehnique by .... SMIT Röntgen grids with 36 strips/cm, 36 11m strip width.
The contrasting details are made of bone (table 1).

In examinations whieh generate relatively large amounts of seatter, the use of
high grid ratios at high tube potentials yield lower mean absorbed doses than
low grid ratios at low tube potentials for equal contrast. In eases with less seatter,
lower grid ratios can be used provided that the tube potential is varied aeeord
ingly to aehieve the desired contrast. High grid ratios may be preferable, because
shorter exposure times can then be used, minimising movement blurring.
However, careful alignment in the beam is required to prevent eut-off of pri
mary radiation. In examinations with relatively small amounts of seatter, the
air gap technique can be advantageous but, compared to using grids it needs to
be applied in combination with lower tube potentials.
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3.4. Optimisation of tube potential and grid ratio in digital imaging
Figure 8 shows the mean absorbed dose in the phantom at the threshold SNR
as function of tube potential for three examinations. A minimum mean ab
sorbed dose is found at significantly lower tube potentials than in screen-film
imaging. For grids with aluminium interspaces and covers, the minimum is 10
cated at a slightly higher tube potential and due to the lower primary transmis
sion through aluminium, the mean absorbed dose is higher than with the cor
responding fibre grids. At the minimum there is only small benefit of using the
higher grid ratio. An air gap of 20 cm is favourable in the fluoroscopy examina
tion (fig. 8a), with the smallest entrance field. In the paediatric examination, the
air gap al.so results in a minimum mean absorbed dose comparable to the fibre
grids. In the chest examination, with a large entrance field, the air gap resu1ts in
a higher minimum mean absorbed dose than the grids.
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Figure 8. Mean absorbed dose in the phantom at a threshold SNR=5 as fundion
of tube potential in paediatric pelvis (bone detail) (a), adu1t fluoroscopy (iodine
detail) (b) and adu1t chest (air detail) (c) examinations in AP view. Legends:

Mitaya grid (Al interspaces and covers) ratio 10,50 11m strips and 34 strips/cm:
*- - -*, SMIT Röntgen grids (fibre interspaces and covers) 36 strips/cm, 36 11m
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3.5. Global optimization of grid design for screen-film imaging
The same optimization procedure was used as in section 3.3. The minimum
risk (opti1llum operating point) was thus sought by plotting the mean absorbed
dose in the phantom as a function of the two mutually independent grid design
parameters; grid ratio, r, and strip width, d, respectively for each tested strip
density, N. Examples of such results with one parameter varying are shown in
figures 9 and lO, for a paediatric pelvis examination and an adult lumbar spine,
both in AP view.

3.5.1. Paediatric pelvis
Figure 9a shows the mean absorbed dose in the paediatric phantom as a func
tion of strip width for grids with ratio 9 at three different strip densities (25, 40
and 70 strips/cm). Minima are found at strip widths of 20-30 ;lm and 15-20 ;lm,
for grids with 25 and 40 strips/cm, respectively. The variation of the mean ab
sorbed dose with strip width is small and the minima are shallow. With the
higher strip density (70 strips/cm), the minima are more accentuated and found
at an even thinner strip width (lO ;!ffi). The optimal strip width decreases with
increasing strip density. The much higher doses found using thick strips (d>50
;lm) at high strip density (70 strips/cm) is due to low primary grid transmission
(58-52% at 70 kV, d=65 ;lm, ratios 3-12). The primary transmission with 25
strips/cm, 30 ;lm strip width and ratio 3-12 is considerably higher, 87-79%.

Figure 9b shows the mean absorbed dose in the same phantom as function of
grid ratio at strip widths 20 ;lm and for the same three strip densities. The opti
mal grid ratio increases with increasing strip density. With 25 strips/cm, the op
timal grid ratio is 6-9 whereas for 40 strips/cm, it is 9-12. At 70 strips/cm, the op
timal grid ratio is larger than 12 and a dear minimum is not found using only
grids with ratios up to 18. The variation of mean absorbed dose with grid ratio is
small for ratios above 12. For the thinnest strip width tested (5 ;lm), ratios above
18 were evaluated and a minimum was found at ratio 20. With thin strips and
optimal ratios, high strip density grids yield the lowest mean absorbed dose,
whereas the opposite is true with thicker strips.
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Figure 9. The mean absorbed dose in the phantom (paediatric examination) (a)
as a function of strip width for grids with ratio 9 and (b) as a function of grid ra

tio at strip widths of 20 ~m for three strip densities: 25,40 and 70 strips/cm.
Contrast level is fixed at 3.5%. The contrasting detail is made of bone.

3.5.2. Adult lurnbar spine
Figure 10a shows the mean absorbed dose in the phantom as function of strip
width for grids with ratio 12 for the lumbar spine, frontal view examination.
Grids with 70 strips/cm, showa minimum at 15-20 ~m strip width. Less distinct
minima are found at thicker strips for grids with the lower strip densitiesj 20-40
~m (40 strips/cm) and 30-50 ~m (25 strips/cm). The optimal strip is thinner
when used in grids with a high grid ratio and for grids with high strip density.
As in the paediatric examination (see previous section), and for grids with high
strip density, there is astronger implication for use of an optimal strip width
than for grids with low strip density.

Figure lOb shows the mean absorbed dose in the phantom as a function of
grid ratio using a strip width of 30 ~m. The optimal ratio increases with increas
ing strip density. The optimal grid ratios are 10-15 and 15-18 for strip densities 25
and 40 strips/cm, respectively. For grids with 70 strips/cm, and grid ratios less
than 30, a c1ear minimum is not always found. The optimum is higher than
r=20. The optimum ratio, however, increases with decreasing strip width for
low and medium strip densities. As for the paediatric examination and for grids
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with optimal ratio, high strip density grids yield the lowest mean absorbed dose
when used with thin strips, whereas low strip density grids yield lower mean
absorbed doses in combination with thicker strips.
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Figure 10. The mean absorbed dose in the phantom (lumbar spine examination,
frontal view) (a) as a function of strip width for grids with ratio 12 and (b) as a
function of grid ratio for grids with strip width 30 ~m for three strip densities 25,
40 and 70 strips/cm. Contrast level is fixed at 3.0%. The contrasting detail is
made of bone.

Summary of global optimization:
With small scattering volumes (for example paediatric examinations), the op
timal grid design requires thinner strips than manufactured today. This is ac
centuated for grids with high strip densities. Grids with widely different strip
densities and ratios can have good performances provided they are used with
appropriate strip width and tube potential.

For the lumbar spine examination, frontal view (representing a medium
scattering volume), optimal design conforms with present practice for grids
with strip densities 25 and 40 strips/cm. High strip density grids (70 strips/cm)
require thinner strips and higher ratios than those with low or moderate strip
densities (25-40 strips/cm) for optimal use.

In the lumbar spine examination, lateral view (representing a large scattering
volume),the optimal strip widths are among those available in commercial
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grids but higher ratios (r>18) are needed. The strip width can be widely varied,
particularly for grids with low strip densities, provided optimal ratios (>18) are
used.

The optimal high ratio grids yield both lower mean absorbed dose in the
phantom and shorter exposure time than if the tube potential is reduced to
maintain contrast with a lower ratio grid. The required tube charge, to maintain
a given energy imparted to the receptor (see section 4.3), decreases with increas
ing strip width and increasing grid ratio due to the increase in contrast equiva
lent tube potential. Prolonged exposure times, a possible consequence of a high
tube charge, may impair resolution and therefore the designs with thick strips
and/or high grid ratio are of additional advantage.

On' the. other hand, high ratio grids need careful alignment in the beam to
prevent cut-off of primary radiation, which would otherwise increase patient
mean absorbed dose. In practice, problem with alignment of grid in the beam
may preclude use of very high grid ratios. The recommended use of aratio 12
grid with 40 strips/cm (Moores et al 1989) yield 25% higher mean absorbed dose
in the patient than the optimal high ratio grids.

Many of the absorbed dose minima are shallow, particularly for grids with
low and medium strip densities. It is thus possible to find designs with a mode
rate grid ratio to prevent alignment problems, and yet keep the mean absorbed
dose in the patient at a reasonable level (10%) above the absolute minimum
(table 4 and 5).

When the aim is to achieve a given contrast level, the use of an appropriate
grid can be explored to decrease the mean absorbed dose in the patient as
demonstrated for the examinations investigated here. To achieve the desired
contrast level without grid would require use of a very low tube potential and a
concomitantly high mean absorbed dose in the patient. It is time to stress the
dose saving effect of grids in screen-film radiography instead of talking about
the dose increase factor which presupposes the use of the same tube potential
with and without grid at the expense of widely different image quality. Grids
should not be used in situations without a dose saving effect as, for example, in
imaging very thin objects (hands) or in using well collimated beams (slit radio
graphy).



Table 4. Range of grid ratios which yields 10% higher mean absorbed dose in the phantom than the absolute
minimum in each examination and for each studied strip density and strip width. A vertical line "I"
indicates that the design was not studied. Values written in "bold" indicate that higher (lower) values of the

grid ratio were not studied. The values underlined correspond to the minimum mean absorbed dose for the

given strip density and strip width. Values in brackets "[J" indicate that the tested range of grid ratio will yi
eld mean absorbed doses which are more than 10% larger than the absolute minimum found.

Strip

width, d

Paediatric

Strip density, N (cm-l)

Adult frontal view

Strip density, N (cm-l)

Adult lateral view

Strip density, N (cm-l)

(lUll) 25 40 70 25 40 70 25 40 70 wo

Range of grid rat ios, r Range of grid ratios, r Range of grid rat ios, r

5 4-1.Q.-18 5-aQ.-50 22-35-35

10 3-~-15 3-12-15 4-li-18 [6-1.2.-18] 14-12.-25 14-35-35 [6-35-35] [6-35-35] [6-35-35]

20 3-~-15 3-.11-15 6-18-18 8-li-18 8-ll-25 10-35-35

30 3-2-15 4-1.Q.-15

40 3-~-15 5-~-15

[3-12-18] 7-12-18

[3-12-18] 6-1.Q.-18

9-1.2.-25

8-12-25

14-2..4.-35 16-aQ.-25 16-25-25 25-35-35

[6-aQ.-25]

50 3-2-15 [3-~-15] [3-12-18] 13-aQ.-25 17-25-25 [6-35-35]

65 5-2-10

100

[3-1.Q.-15] [3-12-18] 5-12-18 [6-1.2.-25] 13-18-18 22-25-25 [6-35-35]

[6-18-18] [6-18-18]



Table 5. Range of strip widths which yields 10% higher mean absorbed dose in the phantom than the

absolute minimum in each examination and for each studied strip density and grid ratio. A vertical line" I"

indicates that the design was not studied. Values written in "bold" indicate that higher (1ower) values of the

strip widths were not studied. The values underlined correspond to the minimum mean absorbed dose for

the given strip density and grid ratio. Values in brackets "[J" indicate that the tested range of strip widths will

yield mean absorbed doses which are more than 10% larger than the absolute minimum found.

Grid Paediatric

ratio, r Strip density, N (cro-1 )

Adult frontal view

Strip density, N (cro-1 )

Adult lateral view

Strip density, N (cro-1 )

25 40 70 25 40 70 25 40 70 UJ.....
Range of strip widths, d Range of strip widths, d Range of strip widths, d

3 10-25-46 10-11-25

6 10-lQ.-65 5-1.Q.-45

9 10-lQ.-65 5-1.Q.-47

[5-12.-65)

5-11-23

5-11-26

35-50-65 [10-~-65) [lO-1.Q.-40) [lO-2Q.-100) [10-2Q.-100) [lO-li-65)

[10-65-100) [lO-li-100) [10-1.2.-65]

12 10-lQ.-60 5-1.Q.-47 5-.!Q-29 14-lQ.-65 13-27-51 13-20-26 [10-.2.2.-100) [10-~-100) [10-lQ.-65)

15 10-22-50 5-1.2.-44 5-.!Q-29 12-1.2.-65 10-25-58 10-il.-32 30-.2.Q,-7 O [10-~-100) [10-lQ.-65)

18

25

35

5-1-29 12-12.-65 10-22-54

10-22-47

8-1.2.-33

10-1.2.-33

30-li-90

24-~-50

23-1.2.-55

19-1.2.-65

[10-lQ.-65)

21-2.§.-37

12-28-43
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3.6. Dependence of interspace material
A comparison was made with grids having aluminium, instead of fibre mate
rial in covers and interspaces, to identify any differences in optimum grid de
sign. The carbon fibre covers and cotton fibre interspaces were replaced with
aluminium, all other parameters being identica1. Figure 11 shows the mean ab
sorbed dose in the phantom (lumbar spine, AP view) as function of grid ratio
(l1a) for grids with 40 strips/cm, 40 ~m and as function of strip density (l1b) for
grids with r=12, d=30 ~m. The optimal grid ratio is smaller (r=12 instead of r=18)
using aluminium grids. This is explained by the decreased primary transmis
sion (Tp) in grids with aluminium instead of fibre materials, particularly

marked in grids with high ratios. A significant increase in the mean absorbed
dose in the phantom, is noted for the same reason (see Sandborg et al 1992b).
The minimum mean absorbed dose is further located at a higher strip density
for grids with aluminium interspaces compared to fibre.
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Figure 11. Mean absorbed dose in the phantom (lumbar spine, frontal view,
bone detail) (a) as function of grid ratio for grids with 40 strips/cm, 40 ~m strips
and (b) as function of strip density for grids with ratio 12, 30 ~m strips for grids
with fibre materials or aluminium in interspaces and covers (equal cover
thicknesses) Legends: X--X: fibre material and 0- - -o: aluminium.

3.7. Limitations in using high grid ratios

Grids require careful a1ignment in the beam to keep the cut-off of primary radi
ation, due to lateral de-centring and errors in the focus-grid distance of focused
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grids, to a minimum. Lateral de-centring occurs when the X-ray tube focus is
positioned laterally to the convergent line of the grid but at the correct focal dis
tance. It produces a uniform loss of primary radiation and a corresponding in
crease in mean absorbed dose to maintain film blackening (Curry et al 1984).
The loss is proportional to the grid ratio and lateral decentering distance and
inversely proportional to the focus-grid distance, FGD (Curry et al 1984). The
demands for proper grid positioning are thus higher for high grid ratios and
small FGD. Moving grids (grids with strip density less than approximately 60
strips/cm) are always operated at some degree of lateral decentering. The loss of
primary radiation can amount to 20% for a 1.5 cm lateral de-centring distance
with 104 cm FGD and grid ratio 14.

A tilted grid (off-leve!) produces the same uniform loss of primary radiation
as a grid which is laterally decentered (Curry et al 1984).

An error in the focus-grid distance (use of non-optimal focusing distance)
produces a progressively greater loss of primary radiation further away from the
grid central line. IEC (1978) defines upper and lower application limits as the
distances at which the value of the transmission of primary radiation at the
border most distant from the central line is 60% of that at the focusing distance.
The range of the applicable focusing distances decreases with increasing grid ra
tio and focusing distance (Hondius Boldingh 1961). It will decrease even further
if the grid is also laterally decentered (moving grid). The loss of primary radia
tion for a grid with ratio 14 and optimal focusing distance 104 cm, can amount
to 20% if the focus-grid distance deviates 10 cm from its optimal value but is be
low 10% for a grid with ratio 6.

The use of high grid ratios should therefore be limited to examinations
where precise alignment of the grid and X-ray beam can be made (in accordance
with Nielsen 1985). A large fraction of the dose reduction achieved in using
high grid ratios compared to low ratio grids may be lost if proper grid alignment
is not ensured.

3.8. Tube charge considerations
In the practical situation it is necessary to consider the tube charge as this may
impose limits to using a particular grid in a given examination. The effect on
tube charge is shown in fig. 12 for some grids used in the three examinations
investigated. The tube charge decreases with increasing strip width (l2a) and
with increasing ratio (12b), the decrease with strip width being slower. Since the
tube potential used to achieve the specified contrast level increases with in
creasing strip width and grid ratio, the shape of the curves can be explained by
the increase in both X-ray output and primary phantom transmission which oc-
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curs when the tube potential is increased. When the strip width increases (l2a),
the primary transmission through the grid decreases and this decrease counter
acts the effect of the increased tube potential. Therefore, the curves in fig 12a
leveioff at the higher strip widths. In fig 12b, the strip width is constant and the
primary transmission through the grid is little influenced by the change in grid
ratio so that the effect of the increased tube potential dominates.

The high demands on tube charge when a thick phantom is used as in the
adult lumbar spine, lateral projection, imply that grid designs leading to use of a
high tube potential are favourable, since the exposure time can be reduced.
Considering a fixed tube potential, the required tube charge, at constant energy
imparted to the receptor, will increase as strip width and grid ratio increase but
so does the contrast leve!.
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Figure 12. Tube charge, at fixed contrast level and energy imparted to the recep
tor (a) as a function of strip width and (b) as function of grid ratio for grids with
40 strips/cm used in three projections. Legends:
(a): x-x: adult lumbar spine lateral view, ratio 18,

+--+: adult lumbar spine frontal view, ratio 15 and
o-o: paediatric pelvis frontal view, ratio 12.

(b): x-ox: adult lumbar spine lateral view, strip width 50 11m,
+--+: adu1t lumbar spine frontal view, strip width 40 11m,
o-o: paediatric pelvis frontal view, strip wictth 20 11m.
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3.9. Risk related quantity and modellimitations
In the present work, the mean absorbed dose in the phantom is used as a mea
sure of radiation risk whereas the ICRP 60 (1991) recommends the use of the

quantity effective dose. The latter quantity is the weighted sum of the equiva
lent doses in all the organs of the body and is the dosimetric quantity used for
estimating radiation detriment. Our dosimetric quantity, the mean absorbed
dose, is less laborious to derive and less dependent on field position and size.
To test the inf1uence of using effective dose instead of the mea,n absorbed dose
in the phantom on the results of this investigation, data from Jones and Wall
1985 were, used to derive the relationship between effective dose and mean ab
sorbed dose in the adult lumbar spine examination. The variation of the effec
tive dose with grid ratio was found to be similar to that for the mean absorbed
dose. We thus conclude that the optimization of grid ratio and tube potential is
insensitive to the dosimetric risk quantity used.

There are some limitations to the model used here. The simple uniform tissue
phantoms are, by their nature, incapable of providing a proper evaluation of
the variations of contrast (image quality) over the image plane in a realistic, pa
tient situation with body inhomogeneties. Further, the limited spatial resolu
tion and latitude of the image receptor are not considered. This is likely to in
f1uence, for example, the choice of tube potential in chest radiography when
structures in high and low optical density regions have to be visualised on the
same film. In this case, high contrast might not be desirable. High tube potenti
als will probably be preferred for this reason as well as the shorter exposure
times achievable.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Monte Carlo computer program developed jointly by the Departments of
Radiation Physics, Linköping University and the Medical Physics Department,
Royal Marsden Hospital has proved to be a very powerful tool for the study and
optimization of the performance of anti-scatter grids. Using a novel optimiza
tion procedure, it has been possible to compare commercially available grids
and to optimise grid design for a wide range of imaging situations.
Recommendations have been made for the choice of grid in each situation. In
some cases these correspond well with present "good practice" whereas in oth
ers, some modifications in the design or choice of grids are suggested. In certain
situations, the use of an air gap for scatter rejection should be considered.
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